
Chris Gauthier 
Cell: (858) 525-5161                                              Email: chris.a.gauthier@gmail.com

PERSONAL MISSION 
       I am an aspiring doctor of osteopathy (D.O.) committed to service and self-empowerment for all, particularly 
underserved populations. I co-create joy and lasting connection by living in my integrity and contributing to my community. I 
am experienced in rigorous academic studies, kinesthetic knowledge of the body, the implementation and timely problem 
solving in a large variety of processes with detail and depth. 

EDUCATION 
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 

BS Cognitive Science (Concentration: Neuroscience) Minor: Critical Gender Studies  
Graduation June 2012     Revelle College, Provost’s Honors List 2010-2011        3.4 GPA 

         Thesis: 2011. A literary investigation of cognitive science methodologies and technologies within the field  
         of gender research. Advisor: Lisa Cartwright, Communications and STS, University of California, San Diego 

Institute of Psycho-Structural Balancing, San Diego, CA 
Graduation September 2013     Massage Therapy Degree        3.8 GPA 

Foothill College, Los Altos, CA 
Attended until March 2016     Pre-Medical Requirements        3.5 GPA 

University of New England, Biddeford, ME 
Attended until November 2016     Pre-Medical Requirements        3.3 GPA 

West Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine, Lewisburg, WV  
Beginning July 2017     Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine (DO)        N/A GPA 

SERVICE TO MY COMMUNITY 
      Beach Clean Up, Half Moon Bay, CA                
      Volunteer                                   July 2016 
      Role: Picking up trash. Specifically Tunitas Creek Beach. A small group of us hiked down and packed out trash. Local    
      news story: http://www.mercurynews.com/san-mateo-county/ci_30102619/half-moon-bay-raves-and-booze-fests-trash   
       
      Unity Palo Alto, Palo Alto, CA                
      Volunteer Chair Massage Therapist                                             July 2015-Now 
      Role: Rev. Karen Bradley accepted my offer in giving chair massage sessions to those who would like it on Sundays  
      after church. All tips were donated to the organization.       
       
      Mankind Project (MKP), Worldwide                
      Volunteer Staff for New Warrior Training Adventures                               October 2015-Now 
      Role: I staff New Warrior Training Adventure weekends where I support my team and other men accomplishing personal  
      growth work. It requires a host of skills to create the weekend and each staffing I have different roles. 

      UCSD Center for Mindfulness, San Diego, CA                
      Volunteer Writer, Author of Global News                                                       October 2012-August 2014  
       Role: Writing about current mindfulness research and applications to health and vitality, receiving training in mindfulness  
      and MBSR, reaching out to others to spread awareness of the health benefits. 

      UCSD Center For Communication and Leadership, La Jolla, CA     
      Title: Lead Peer Educator                  September 2008–June 2010 
      Role: This organization within UCSD consists of multiple programs that develop leadership skills and improve public     
      speaking skills, interpersonal communication skills. I managed 10 students, put together and ran meetings, worked on  
      team projects, introduced guest speakers, created and taught seminars and classes about communication skills,  
      completed administrative work, participated in student outreach. 

WORK HISTORY 
      Integrō Health, Worldwide                
      Title: Owner - Nutrition Coach, Personal Trainer, Massage Therapist                       September 2012-Now 
      Health company focused on happiness, health and wholeness offering nutrition coaching, fitness training, massage     
      therapy. 
      Responsibilities: training clients, coaching, advertising, massage, web development, social media, customer service,  
      administrative, record-keeping, taxes, keeping up to date on the healthcare industry, ongoing personal and intellectual      
      growth, daily personal practices for self-care and development for my clients, self-directed learning. 

      International Professional School of Bodywork, San Diego, CA                                          September 2012-May 2014 
      Title: Education Coordinator 
      Now called IPSB College. Trade school emphasizing massage, self-discovery, clinical evaluation, and traditional Chinese   
      medicine as well as other folk medicine concepts. 
      Responsibilities: liaison between the administration and faculty, developing and collaborating across several people the   
      publication of the quarterly newsletter and class schedule, working with students, managing the bookstore.  
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      UrbanBody Gym and Juice Bar, San Diego, CA         August 2011–July 2012 
      Title: Personal Trainer           
      Now called The Last Real Gym. Locally owned and operated gym focusing on group fitness, bodybuilding,  
      community building, pit bull rescue and training, and contains a juice bar.  
      Responsibilities: training clients, keeping up to date on fitness education, preparing sessions, answering phones,  
      cleaning, opening and closing tasks, making smoothies for clients, tidying weight area, administrative. 

      University of California, San Diego (UCSD) Department of Cognitive Science, La Jolla, CA    
      Title: Research Assistant and Programmer              September 2010–June 2011 
      The Saygin Lab is a cognitive neuroscience and neuropsychology lab focusing on perception of movement. 
      Responsibilities: programming in Matlab, performing experiments with human subjects over 18, attending lab meetings,  
      reading relevant background reports, working with other interns in the lab to coordinate schedules, other administrative  
      work. 

      Stanford University, Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, CA    
      Title: Assistant Researcher                                     June-September 2010 
      Hired by Dr. Xui Ciu. This lab uses new technology for brain imaging, with focus on the subject of competition vs  
      cooperation. 
      Responsibilities: working closely with researchers to design a Matlab program for the research, write the program,  
      troubleshoot and test program. Attend meetings and perform outside research to complete tasks. 

      UCSD Department of Cognitive Science, La Jolla, CA      
      Title: JAVA Tutor                                January–April 2010 
       Assisted in teaching college students JAVA programming under the direction of Dr. Susan Marx, PhD. 
       Responsibilities: holding lab hours to teach students one-on-one how to use JAVA to program, grading programming 
       assignments, attending team meetings to prepare material. 
   
       UCSD LGBT Center, La Jolla, CA     
       Title: Arts and Culture Intern                 September 2008–June 2009 
       An organization dedicated to serving the UCSD community and San Diego population through educational programs,  
       resources, social events, and self-discovery.        
       Responsibilities: Reporting to multiple supervisors, upholding the mission of the resource center, building community,    
       developing administrative skills, creating creative teaching material and presenting it, attending weekly meetings,  
       practicing phone skills, working within rigid time constraints, working with people of diverse backgrounds, creating and  
       presenting programs on diverse topics.  

 .  
       Stanford University, Dept of Developmental Biology, Genetics and Bioengineering, Stanford, CA  
       Title: Research Assistant                 June 2006–September 2009 
       Hired by Dr. Matt Scott, Department Head, to work in an animal based laboratory with Dr. Jun Zhang to conduct  
       biological research on animals. 
       Responsibilities: running experiments, cataloguing drosophila (fruit fly) crosses, writing reports, attending weekly 
       meetings to discuss current research. Learning what research was being conducted with other animals, ie, zebra fish  
       and lab rats. 

       Syprus Soccer Camp, Palo Alto, CA  
       Title: Co-Founder and Co-Operator      December 2004–September 2006 
       Local summer soccer camp for kids 4-16 focusing on skills training, team-building and fun. Hired only local coaches from 
       the high schools in the area. 
      Responsibilities: Securing insurance, advertising, hiring and training staff, filing for LLC recognition and name reservation  
      with the state of CA, coaching, administrative, interaction with parents, supplies, storage, taxes, cooperative collaboration  
      with my business partner. 

PUBLICATIONS 
       Author: Gauthier, C. A. "Brain Imaging." TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly 1.1-2 (2014): 42-45. Journal.    
         http://tsq.dukejournals.org/content/1/1-2/77.full.pdf    

       Author: Gauthier, Chris “Surfing A Global Wave” UCSD Center for Mindfulness Blog 
         https://ucsdcfm.wordpress.com/2013/08/22/surfng-a-global-wave/   

       Acknowledgements: Cui, Bryant, Reiss (2012) NIRS-based hyperscanning reveals increased interpersonal  
       coherence in superior frontal cortex during cooperation NeuroImage 59(3) 2430-7 
        http://www.peaya.com/paper/showPaper.php?id=149554&displayKey=OYWi3UYdMp 
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